GTU INNOVATION COUNCIL
www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in
One day Confluence of UDISHA Coordinators
Date- Saturday, 7th December 2013
Place- GTU Chandkheda Campus

A GTU Innovation Sankul is the largest effort in the world to bring together industries and
academia. GTU Innovation/UDISHA Clubs (GI-Clubs) at Colleges/ institutions are the most
important component of the holistic strategy for success in the effort.
As the successes of GTU Innovation Council (GIC) are being recognized, the community expects
it to do more and its responsibilities go on increasing. The requirements for GI-Clubs have also
become more intense. We started off with basic requirements as outlined in the circular of 11 th
January 2011 at http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/11Jan/Udisha%20Club%20Circular.pdf. On 23rd Feb
2012, GI-Clubs were asked to assume additional responsibilities through another circular at
http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/12Feb/Circular%20of%20Agenda%20for%20Udisha%20Clubs.pdf. In
2013, GTU is setting up under the rubric of GI-Clubs specific activities of (i) S4 Extension
Centers, (ii) Open Source Technology Clubs (OSTC) (iii) Mobile and Wireless Technologies Clubs
(MWTC). In fact GI-Clubs are becoming the axis, around which the student activities at a College
are working out.
INVITATION for an IMPORTANT MEETING of GI-Club Coordinators: The Third meeting of all the
UDISHA Club Coordinators is scheduled on Saturday, 7th December 2013. As at the previous two
meetings, this meeting will lead to lateral learning from each other through co-learning and codesign of the roadmap for the next semester. On this day GTU will also unveil two

important announcements. Come and join the meeting so that you do not miss
out on the excitement.
We invite the Udisha Coordinators of BE, DE, MCA, MBA and Pharma Colleges to participate in
this daylong event. Each participant has to fill an online form as given below so that we can
harness better efficiency from the event.
https://docs.google.com/a/gtu.edu.in/forms/d/1bIYtc7Txqd3oQUBswaDof0OZCk9w0mxdXIufdLR3x4/viewform.
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AGENDA:

1) Update about various initiatives of GIC like Patent Clinic, S4 and others and discus how
every college can leverage this.
2) Each participant will have to share some inputs online before and we will accumulate
the best practices and make presentation of them by inviting them on stage so that all
other coordinators can learn from those initiatives initiated by respective Udisha
coordinators.
3) Group assignment for co-working on best practices and challenges will be given and
every group will have to come out with the deliverables in given time. Presentation will
be made by each team and the best inputs will be appreciated by the Honorable VC.
4) 30 minute competition will be arranged among the participants where each of them will
individually participate to make a 3 page action agenda for the next 6 months. Best 3
proposals by participant can be appreciated.
5) Panels of Deans will be invited to share their inputs and to answer to all suggestions and
queries of the participants. One member from each team will sum up and present all
key findings and present them to the Deans for policy inputs.
6) Addresses by the Deans regarding possible action on discussed points in a given time
frame.
7) Honorable VC will address the participants and unveil two important

announcements.
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